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Abstract
While the position of alpine and arctic treelines can be predicted by climatic data, the underlying biological mechanisms 
are still unclear. In a recent paper in this journal  (Körner C, Lenz A, Hoch G (2023) Chronic in situ tissue cooling does not 
reduce lignification at the Swiss treeline but enhances the risk of 'blue' frost rings. Alpine Botany https:// doi. org/ 10. 1007/ 
s00035- 023- 00293-6) we presented results of an in situ stem-cooling experiment at a Swiss treeline site. The experiment 
provided answers to two entirely different questions, related to xylogenesis at treeline: (a) the absence of chronic effects of 
low temperature on lignification, and (b) a high time resolution insight into the rare occurrence of damages in young, still 
undifferentiated, and thus, non-lignified cells at the occasion of an exceptional early season frost event. In the last issue of 
Alpine Botany (August 7, 2023), our data had been re-interpreted by (Büntgen, Alpine Botany, 2023) by confusing (b) with 
(a). Cell death before secondary wall formation interrupts all metabolism, and thus, cannot exert a specific limitation of 
lignification. For the xylem to lignify, it requires a secondary cell wall in the first place. A frost damage in young tracheid 
cells is unsuitable for a dendrological treeline hypothesis based on a low-temperature threshold for lignification. Generally, 
the global pattern of treeline position is not associated with local freezing conditions.

Keyword Alpine treeline · Cell wall · Conifers · Freezing tolerance · Histology · Lignin · Low temperature · 
Woodanatomy · Xylogenesis

Introduction

All organisms reach low-temperature range limits, and so do 
plants. In trees, the range limit becomes particularly obvi-
ous by their forming a high elevation or high latitude tree-
line. As was pointed out many times in the past, trees have 
not undergone an inferior evolutionary adaptation of their 
metabolism to low temperatures, but they become ‘victims’ 
of their tall stature that enforces aerodynamic coupling with 
the free atmosphere that is becoming colder with altitude 
(Körner 1998; Körner 2012; Körner and Hoch 2023). In con-
trast, the low-stature alpine vegetation profits from aerody-
namic decoupling from atmospheric conditions that ensures 
warmer life conditions during the day and permits growth far 

above treeline at otherwise similar physiological response 
characteristics to low temperature (Körner 2008, 2021).

It had been discussed that cormophytes may face a com-
mon limit at around 5–6 °C for any significant growth, 
while monocellular algae in cold water or melting snow 
may thrive at 0–2 °C because of their lack of complex tis-
sues and lignification (Körner 2008). Later experimental 
evidence has falsified this explanation. It turned out that 
growth gradually approaches zero at 0 °C in all plant spe-
cies from periodically cold environments (Nagelmüller et al. 
2017; Schenker et al. 2014; Körner et al. 2019), however, 
the approach is asymptotic, and growth rates become so low 
below 5–6 °C that they do not contribute significantly to bio-
mass production, hence, the often assumed 5–6 °C growth 
limit for crops (Körner 2008). An important observation 
is that the metabolism associated with xylem lignification 
is not inferior to any other metabolism, given that xylem 
was found always lignified in plant stems that grew (very 
slowly, though) at constant 0 °C for several months (Körner 
et al. 2019). The biochemical constraints that are slowing 
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growth at low temperature in cold-adapted plants are still 
not fully resolved, with protein turnover, ATP production, 
cell wall formation, physiological dryness in cold soils, or a 
combination of several limitations discussed as possibilities 
(Körner 2021, Chap. 13). In line with such a broad syndrome 
of growth limitation, exposure to cold conditions has been 
found to activate a surprisingly wide spectrum of genes (e.g. 
Lee et al. 2008).

So, while the possibility that lignification constrains 
plant growth under low temperatures had been listed 
amid different candidates for growth limits of plants in 
cold climates (Körner 2008), the evidence for a single, 
most critical driver of tissue formation at low temperature 
vanished. Since the final step of cell wall lignification is 
an auto-polymerization (not metabolism), in essence, a 
polymerization of mono-lignols in the matrix of fully 
developed secondary walls (Chantreau and Tuominen 
2022), it can even occur in dead cells (Pesquet et al. 2013). 
This makes sense, because lignification makes the cell wall 
impermeable for water. Lignified xylem conduits can be 
produced under constant 0 °C (Körner et al. 2019), growth 
conditions more severe than what any higher plant would 
ever experience within its growing season.

To test whether trees at treeline would produce tree rings 
that are less lignified when exposed to climatic conditions 
several hundred meters above the treeline, we applied 
cooling coats to stems, using Peltier technology to simulate 
a 3 K cooling below ambient of the meristematic region 
throughout a growing season (corresponding to a c. 500–600 
shift in treeline elevation; Lenz et al. 2013; Körner et al. 
2023a). We found no effect on lignification. In a response to 
this latter publication by Büntgen (Alpine Botany, August 
7, 2023), these findings had been mistaken as supporting 
Büntgen’s idea that treelines are formed because of a 
constraint in lignification (Crivellaro et al. 2022).

The biology of tree ring formation at low 
temperature

The following three biological criteria underpin that this 
‘alternative’ interpretation of the results published by Körner 
et al. (2023a) is neither matching the facts nor does it meet 
established knowledge about xylogenesis.

(1) Low temperatures may act on plants in three ways: 
(a) as a gradual driver of metabolism, including chronic 
limitations (rates of processes, including growth), (b) as 
a threshold for tissue survival (freezing tolerance), and 
(c) as a driver of season length (setting the time frame for 
development). The alternative interpretation of our data by 
Büntgen (2023) mixes up (b) with (a), and the assumption 
that our experimental site is not within the treeline ecotone, 
rests on references that neglect the significance of (c); see 

Büntgen et al. (2021, 2022). While it is a truism that long-
lived trees at any given treeline will rarely be in equilibrium 
with the climate, we show that a 3 K season-long cooling 
clearly exceeds relevant climatic shifts.

(2) Treeline is a global phenomenon, not confined to the 
northern temperate zone or to conifers, as implied by several 
statements and citations by Büntgen (2023; comments on 
‘tracheids’ therein). Treelines occur at the same isotherm 
of seasonal mean air temperature in Siberia, with freezing 
temperatures down to – 60 °C, and in regions without any 
freezing such as on Kinabalu in Borneo (Körner 2012). 
Hence, there is no association between tissue freezing 
tolerance and treeline position, as it does exist for tree 
species range limits below treeline (Körner et al. 2016). 
This does not preclude occasional tissue damage, as it 
can be observed in emerging shoot tips in Picea abies or 
Larix decidua in the Alps, or in developing treerings with 
no severe long-term drawbacks for these trees (Fig. 10.4 
in Körner 2012; Rixen et al. 2012; Klisz et al. 2023), an 
insight, already Däniker (1923) arrived at. The life-form tree 
reaches a low-temperature limit at a common seasonal mean 
isotherm around the globe in areas with widely diverging 
freezing risk, including the humid tropics (for references, 
see Körner and Hoch 2023).

(3) The references in presumed support of the idea that 
lignification restricts tree growth at treeline in Büntgen 
(2023) altogether come from non-treeline sites (except 
for Körner et al. 2023a) and from point observations. The 
unsubstantiated statements from Crivellaro et al. (2022) are 
repeated, although these anatomical data are unsuitable to 
make such inferences (one sample per species), nor did that 
data set include any samples from trees even close to treeline, 
as was explained in Körner et al. (2023b). Crivellaro et al. 
(2022) took the greater fraction of herbaceous species at 
high alpine elevations as an indication for a failure of upright 
woody species due to lack of lignin, and thus, neglect the 
evolutionary selection of small herbaceous plant stature in 
cold climates for microclimatic and life history benefits. 
Herbs also occur in many other, low elevation environments.

The afore-mentioned continuous 3 K cooling of tree 
branches over the entire growing season at treeline 
(Körner et al. 2023a) revealed no effect on the lignification 
of differentiated cells in tree rings by the end of the 
season (blue rings in the sense of Piermattei et al. 2015; 
Klisz et al. 2023). Hence, a thermal elevation shift of the 
branch tissue to an elevation c. 500–600 m higher than 
the current tree limit, did not affect cell wall lignification 
(see the comment on treeline elevation below). Cells 
need to first complete the secondary cell wall, before 
lignification comes into action (Chantreau and Tuominen 
2022; Shinshov et al. 2023). This is why, the failure of 
rings to lignify in otherwise fully differentiated cells, as 
occasionally observed, are all related to exceptionally 
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cool summer and/or autumn climates, causing the tissue 
maturation to become incomplete (potentially enhanced 
by preceding dry summer conditions as for instance in 
Europe in 1976). In all these cases, the secondary cell wall 
thickening was completed or nearly completed, but the last 
step (Chantreau and Tuominen 2022), the lignification, 
failed. As was explained in Körner et al. (2023a), the most 
likely reason for this failure is the overall transition of 
trees into winter dormancy (dominant photoperiod and 
hormonal control), before all tissue-level processes had 
been completed, because of cool late-season weather. 
Hardening (preparedness for freezing) is likely to have 
priority over the developmental states of certain tissues at 
latitudes with a pronounced thermal seasonality.

In our experiment (Körner et al. 2023a), two out of nine 
cooled branches showed a collapse of a few immature, thin-
walled cell rows (newly produced, expanding cells with 
hardly any secondary cell wall) in response to a late June 
frost event that we documented. That frost was exaggerated 
by the experimental branch cooling (beyond past 30 yr expe-
rience). Control branches exposed to ambient temperatures 
remained undamaged. Killing undifferentiated cells (so-
called frost rings, e.g. Klisz et al. 2023) is very different 
from delaying final maturation owing to exceptionally cool 
weather (Fig. 1). These damaged cells did not remain unlig-
nified because of low temperature-constrained lignification, 
but simply because they were killed in a premature stage by 
the frost event. Under the pressure of surrounding tissue, 
such frozen, undifferentiated cells may collapse entirely later 
on, leaving only a distorted tissue zone among lignified cells 
(Rixen et al. 2012; Klisz et al. 2023). Such frost rings (com-
monly only fractions of a ring) are also well known from 
the literature (see the early account by Däniker 1923) and 
are not confined to treeline (Büntgen 2023). It appears that 
there is a stage during the early xylogenesis, during which 
cells are sensitive to late frost. For that reason, such dam-
ages are commonly not affecting an entire ring, but a few 
developing cell rows only. The cambium itself is not affected 
(commonly the most freezing tolerant tissue, see Sakai and 
Larcher 1987; Larcher 2003 p. 390), hence it keeps produc-
ing further cell rows that complete their developmental cycle 
after such a frost event, as was the case in our samples.

Stochastic freezing damage in a few very young cells 
(1b) must not be confused with a chronic effect of low 
temperature on the final stages of cell wall differentia-
tion (1a). This distinction is important (Fig. 1), because 
plants commonly can cope with rare, partial tissue losses 
due to extreme events, while chronically low temperature 
constrains the entire organism’s development and growth 
in a given season. There is no evidence that such rare 
frost events do occur systematically at treelines around 
the globe, and they are not confined to treeline, and trees 
keep growing quite normally after such events.

Our study thus disclosed answers to two entirely 
different questions related to xylogenesis at treeline: 
(1) the absence of chronic effects of artificially lowered 
temperature on lignification, and (2) a high-time resolution 
insight into the rare occurrence of damages of very young 
expanding cells at the occasion of an exceptional (and 
experimentally boosted) late spring frost event. It was one 
of the tasks of our paper to explain these physiologically 
different processes and to offer experimental evidence 
for both. The point made by Büntgen et al. (2023) that 
evidence for a lignification-controlled treeline position 
cannot be found in the field, because, if trees were affected, 
they would die and thus, could not be studied, is neglecting 
the gradual nature of such effects, and the entire stress 
physiological literature that builds upon environmental 
gradients for distilling mechanisms of plant survival 
(drought gradients, temperature gradients). We are not 
aware of any publication that evidenced a systematic 
reduction of lignification as one approaches the tree limit. 
The likely reason is that there is no mechanism that would 
place lignification in an inferior (more limiting) position 
compared to the multitude of other (secondary) metabolic 
activities (Körner 2008; Körner et al. 2019).

Fig. 1  Two entirely different mechanisms cause insufficient tree ring 
lignification irrespective of elevation. The global pattern of treeline 
position is not associated with either of these (rare) mechanisms. 
Background: the Nothofagus pumilio treeline in southern Chile at 
1300 m a.s.l. (photo C. Körner)
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Climatic treelines in a global warming context

It was questioned by Büntgen (2023) whether the treeline 
research site at Stillberg near Davos (where we performed 
our experiment) is a treeline site. At this experimental 
site, a grand afforestation trial was established in 1975 
with uppermost trees planted at 2180 m, c. 30 m above 
the then regional climatic tree limit. Not surprisingly, 
many of the uppermost trees died and the ones that 
survived were still growing very slowly and often rather 
crooked, reaching 1.5 m height 30 years after planting 
(for references see Handa et al. 2005). Recent climatic 
warming has reduced these constraints. Since planting in 
1975, the linear regression of growing season temperatures 
on Stillberg indicates a rise of 1.5 K by the year 2009, 
when we conducted our experiment (Rixen et al. 2012; 
the year 2003 representing an outlier in the chronology). 
By this regression, the treeline isotherm reached half 
of the elevation shift we simulated in our experiment 
(500–600 m).

Based on the analysis presented by Körner and Paulsen 
(2004) the Stillberg treeline operated at 7.3 °C seasonal 
mean temperature in 1997/98, which is very close to the 
7.0 °C mean for 12 sites in the Alps during that period, and 
presumably includes already a 0.5–1.0 K climatic warming 
effect. Our own data for the experimental trees shown in 
Fig. 3 of Lenz et al. (2013), indicate that the seasonal mean 
temperature at 10 cm soil depth under complete shade was 
around 7 °C in 2009, the study year, again close to the 
global treeline isotherm, and clearly cooler than predicted 
by Büntgen (2023). The calculations by Büntgen et  al. 
(2021 and 2022), rest on estimates of statistical models that 
regressed tree ring width from many N-hemisphere tree ring 
chronologies (mostly not from treeline) against concurrent 
air temperature from climate data-bases for selected summer 
months, not for a defined growing season (as we apply it in 
our standard protocol; see Körner and Paulsen 2004). In a 
space-for-time approach, shifts in treeline elevation had been 
estimated, referring to a potential versus actual limit of tree 
distribution, a valid and important differentiation (Körner 
2021).

The treeline (the thermal limit for tree growth) is 
rarely identical to the actual position of the uppermost 
trees in a region (Körner and Hoch 2023). The global 
treeline isotherm temperatures as calculated by Körner 
and Paulsen (2004) and Paulsen and Körner (2014) 
from either on-site data (6.7 °C) or data bases (6.4 °C) 
respectively, do already account for the climatic warming 
that had occurred by the years for which these analyses 
had been performed. Irrespective of whether we use as a 
reference the 1.5 K warming trend by Rixen et al. (2012), 
the actual site data for 1997/1978 (7.3 °C), or an assumed 

equilibrium treeline temperature of 6 °C (as in the tropics), 
our cooling treatment was simulating an upslope shift in 
equilibrium treeline position by at least 1.5 K.

The models in Büntgen et  al. (2022) also revealed 
that the responsiveness of tree ring width to temperature 
declines with rising temperature, confirming previous 
reports by Briffa et al. (1998) and Paulsen et al. (2000). 
The latter study clearly illustrated that ring-width near 
treeline becomes rather unresponsive to temperature, 
once a certain (warm) temperature threshold is surpassed, 
causing linear regressions across a wider range of 
temperatures to become doubtful.

Conclusion

In summary, we conclude that the re-interpretation of our 
data offered by Büntgen (2023) confuses stress physiology 
with growth physiology, it repeats (without data for 
treeline) already falsified links between low temperature 
and xylem lignification (Körner et al. 2019, 2023a, 2023b), 
it infers tree responses from the occurrences of herbs, (thus 
dismissing the functional difference among the life forms 
tree and herb). It is biased by N-hemisphere temperate 
and boreal tree ring data, overlooks the global nature of 
the treeline phenomenon that includes humid tropical 
treelines. Tropical treelines often experience chronically 
low temperature without a critical freezing risk as it is 
associated with a ‘spring-flush’ of growth in the temperate 
zone. Any experimental falsification of the so far 
evidenced absence of a specific low-temperature constraint 
of lignification would best adopt widely accepted sampling 
design criteria and analysis principles that were not met 
in Crivellaro et al. (2022) as was explained in Körner 
et al. (2023b). In our view, separating stress physiological 
(spring frost) from growth physiological (chronic) effects 
(Fig. 1) is essential for explaining the biology of such low 
temperature-related phenomena in tree rings.
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